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Introduc)on	
	

•  Recently, there have been concerns raised about whether or not 
scleral lens wear affects intraocular pressure (IOP).  

•  Some mechanism theories include episcleral vein compression, 
trabecular meshwork and anterior chamber angle narrowing, and 
suction forces produced by the scleral lens.  

•  Previous studies have utilized varying methods  including Diaton 
tonometry, pneuomotonometry, and I-Care tonometry.  

•  This study investigates the influence of scleral lens wear on IOP by 
testing two different lens diameters and measuring with Goldmann 
Applanation tonometry.  

Methods	
 
•  Twenty student participants were selected from Michigan College of 

Optometry staff, faculty and students.  

•  Patient demographic was 25% Caucasian males and 75% Caucasian 
females, with no pre-existing ocular conditions besides refractive 
error. 

•  Baseline Goldmann tonometry was conducted on both eyes.  

•  Right eye was fit with 15.5 mm Art Optical Ampleye scleral lens 
with toric periphery from fitting set. The left eye functioned as the 
control eye and did not wear a lens.  

 
•  Proper lens fit was evaluated with slit lamp. Participants who did 

not achieve acceptable fit using fitting set were excluded from study. 

•  Assuming proper fit, lens was worn on right eye for four hours. 
Patient returned following four hours to have lens removed.  

•  Goldmann Tonometry was performed immediately following lens 
removal on both eyes and again at 30 minutes post-removal.  

•  A second wear period was conducted with a 16.5 mm diameter lens 
following identical procedures.  

Results	
 
•  By Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, comparing the control to test eye 

reveals there was a statistically significant difference between the 
mean ranks of IOP in the control eye (mean rank 11.53) and the 
mean ranks of IOP in the right eye (mean rank 6.00), with a very 
large effect size of 0.88.  

 
•  This reveals that after four hours of wear, IOP in the right test eye 

was higher compared to the control left eye.  
 
•  Using the same test, the post removal 30-minute control eye was 

compared to the test eye. This test did not find a statistically 
significant difference. This shows that any difference of IOP during 
the 4 hour wear time was no longer affecting pressure after 30 
minutes of wear.  

•  A Mann-Whitney U test was performed to compare the 15.5 mm and 
16.5 mm lens. There was no statistical difference between the two 
lenses, with the exception of 30 minutes post removal. At 30 minutes 
post removal, the 15.5 mm test eye was lower than the IOP in the 
eye that wore the 16.5 mm lens.  

Conclusions	
 

•  After four hours of wear there was a statistically significant difference 
in IOP for both lens diameters—the  average increase in IOP was 0.2 
mmHg and 0.75 mmHg (15.5 and 16.5 diameters, respectively)  

 
•  After 30 minutes post removal, there was not a statistical difference 

in IOP between the two eyes in either lens diameter. This shows the 
rise in IOP was transient.  

 
•  There was no significant difference in IOP rise between the two 

different lens diameters.  
 
•  Although statistically significant, the clinical significance of this IOP 

rise is questionable.  
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Table 1 illustrates the pre-lens wear IOP difference, post-lens wear IOP difference and the 
overall increase in IOP found in the right eye. A negative number found in the chart above 
indicates that the pressure in the right eye decreased, while a positive number indicates 
an increase in IOP in the right eye. Overall, there was an increase in IOP with the 15.5 
mm and 16.5 mm diameter lens.  


